
Printing Output
The initial default print range is the
full text of the file. Partial or
condensed text can be printed by
clearing the present range and
defining the print range on any row
from line 17 (below the heading).
You can do this by in the “Print
Area” button on the “Page Layout”
Tab. Heading and margin settings
have been predetermined. Key
Below this line are the text and
charting sections of Talmud
Navigator. These are defined and
explained in the guidelines for
using the Talmud Navigator PDF -
see www.ohr.edu/5543

Return to the full text by
clicking here (A12).

Click here (A8) to go to a list of
Review Questions. 

Define the Range.
If the excel file contains more than
one perek click here (A4) before
performing any of the
condensations.

Personal Anchor Points.

Condensation by anchor
points is activated by clicking
here (C6). 

Talmud Navigator in Excel
Condensation Options.
Condenstation options are
activated by clicking on one of the
blue arrows in column K. The type
of condensation is defined in
column L. 

An abstract (www.ohr.edu/5544) includes a description of the Module including sources,
developments and applications. 
Condensation Options
The Excel Format enables creating a wide range of condensation options from the full text of
the 'sugya' for the purpose of review and self-testing. These options are activated by "clicking"
on one of the graphics (blue arrows) appearing in column K.  The type of condensation is
defined in column L. Return to full text - by "clicking" on the graphic A12 (large right arrow).
Personal Anchor Points 
The Excel format enables creating personal anchor points determined by the learner himself to
facilitate his own review, being as sparse or as detailed as needed for memory and
comprehension.
A segment is labelled as an anchor point with a diamond symbol in column ג. Condensation by
anchor points is activated by "clicking" on graphic c6 (next to the diamond symbol).
Note that the full text of the Mishna is included with this condensation.

The initial text presentation already includes anchor points noting the main flow of the sugya.
These can be altered and others added by copying the diamond symbol to column ג.
Define the Range
The above condensation options and personal anchor points relate to each 'perek' separately. In
case the seven 'daf' file contains 'dapim' from more than one 'perek', the file would include a
separate sheet for each 'perek'. Before performing any of the condensations on the  text of each
'perek' (sheet) the range has to be defined by simply "clicking" on the graphic A4 (green arrow). 
Review Questions and Links to Answers 
A list of questions on the seven 'daf' weekly material can be accessed by "clicking" on graphic
A8 (yellow arrow).The graphic (blue arrow) to the right of each question is a link to the full
text in the Gemara which provides the answer.
Important Note: 
This module should be used after learning the Gemara, for the purpose of clarification &
review. 

Instructions for use of Excel Format


